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African Journal of Medicine and Surgery ISSN 2756-
3324 is an insightful companion surveyed, open access diary 
which expects to distribute unique works of excellent written 
in English, covering distinctive clinical, clinical and careful 
fortes. The diary intends to work with trade among researchers 
and medical services experts to improve the act of medication 
and backing advancement in every aspect of the subjects. 

AJMS is focused on the two professionals and specialists 
and distributes unique papers, short correspondences and case 
arrangement, just as exceptional audit articles. The points and 
extent of the diary incorporate the accompanying: 

To distribute articles that consider the best in class in 
cutaneous science and dermatology by giving unique logical 
compositions, just as a total basic audit of the dermatology 
writing for clinicians, learners, and academicians. To bring 
perusers state of the art data in medication and medical 
procedure. To distribute academic articles on issues of 
fundamental and applied science, adroit case reports, clinical 
schooling, and top to bottom surveys, all of which give 
hypothetical system to experts to make sound reasonable 
decisions.To make the main advancements in the fields of 
medication and medical procedure effectively open to the 
clinician by introducing all around picked, elegantly composed, 
and exceptionally coordinated data in an organization that is 
intriguing, plainly introduced, and valuable to patient care.To 
set up a completely on the web, peer-investigated open access 
diary with a worldwide standpoint and spotlight on those 
preparation in medication and medical procedure .The diary 
is proposed to contain a blend of unique clinical and essential 
science research, audits, publications, analysis, points of view, 
banter, assessment, case reports and so on The diary crosses 
the entire infection range of medication and surgery.All articles 

distributed by this diary are made openly and forever available 
online quickly upon distribution, without membership charges 
or enrollment hindrances. All works distributed by this diary 
are under the conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution 
License (CC-BY). 

Writers of articles distributed in this diary are the copyright 
holders of their articles and host allowed to any third get-
together, ahead of time and in ceaselessness, the option to 
utilize, recreate or scatter articles. Companion survey is 
the framework utilized by  African Journal of Medicine and 
Surgery to evaluate the nature of an original copy before it is 
distributed. Qualified specialists in the pertinent exploration 
region survey submitted compositions for creativity, legitimacy 
and importance to assist editors with deciding if the original 
copy ought to be distributed or not. 

It’s anything but a twofold visually impaired companion 
survey framework, where the commentators of the paper will 
not become more acquainted with the character of the author(s), 
and the author(s) will not become more acquainted with the 
personality of the analyst. The benefit of twofold visually 
impaired friend survey is that it dispenses with predisposition. 

Compositions submitted to this diary will for the most part be 
assessed by at least two specialists who will be needed to assess 
whether the original copy is logically strong and intelligent, 
regardless of whether it copies previously distributed work, and 
whether the original copy is adequately clear supposed to be 
available for public viewing. The Editors will arrive at a choice 
dependent on these reports and, where important, they will talk 
with individuals from the Editorial Board. 

The diary is preoccupied and recorded in: Sherpa/Romeo, 
Scholastic Resource Index, Academickeys, Index Copernicus, 
Google Schlor .
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